
Debunking Myth and Misconceptions 
about the Kanban Method

Are You Allowing Myths and Misconceptions To 
Hold You Back from Getting Better



WAIT!!

kanban?

kanban system?

Kanban Method?



The Kanban Method is…

…an approach to incremental, evolutionary 
process change for organizations.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanban_(development)



WHY

WHY



Myths and Misconceptions



Another WAIT!

DON’T 
BELIEVE 

ME!!

“The greatest learning occurs at 
the interface of disagreement.”

-Frank Vega (@fxvega)

http://www.funnyjunk.com/funny_pictures/1854326/Skeptical/

http://www.funnyjunk.com/funny_pictures/1854326/Skeptical/


Myths

... competes with or tries to replace Scrum

... doesn't have iterations

... only works for IT Ops or Maintenance projects

... is a mini-waterfall methodology

... requires all work items to be the same size and 
doesn't estimate



Myth #1

competes with Scrum



Principles

start with what you do now

agree to pursue incremental,
evolutionary change

initially, respect current roles,
responsibilities & job titles

encourage acts of leadership 



Practices or Tactics

visualize

limit WIP

manage flow

make process policies explicit

develop feedback mechanisms 

improve collaboratively



Kanban Method Enhances Organizations

compliments
ANY

method

The Kanban Method is an approach to incremental, 
evolutionary process change for organizations.



Few differences…

kanban practitioners tend to prefer smaller batches 
than an iteration

Kanban Method encourages rituals to be on cadences 
that support more effective collaboration and 
cooperation

Kanban Method encourages process evolution – Scrum 
does not. 

A few differences



Myth #2

MISSING

Have you seen this iteration?

Ite
rat
ion

#1



Cadences instead of Timeboxes

Customer Acceptance Testing

Prioritization

Deployment



Myth #3

works for IT Ops, not for projects



Only IT Ops??

What makes IT Ops/Maintenance different?

Inherently less 
capable people?

Poor quality systems? Management?

The primary difference (in my experience)
is the highly variable nature in which work is
introduced into the system.



Good for Projects and IT Ops

Kanban System (Commitment)
Product Backlog 
(Uncommitted)

Issue Management/Ticketing System
(emergent)



Myth #4

is a mini-waterfall methodology



What makes a waterfall?

Req Design Develop Test Deploy

Req

Design

DevelopTest

Deploy It’s the 
BATCH SIZE!



Can you see the waterfall?

I have 500 things I need to do.

If my batch size between phases is…

500?

250?

50?

1?



Not a mini-waterfall



Myth #5

requires work items to be same size and doesn’t 
estimate



Myth #5

Estimates are funny…

Depending on your perspective, they are both myths and 
misconceptions.

If you agree with this, why do it?

We want to be  able to set expectations



Diverse work – still predictable



An alternative

Measure

Observe system

Categorize work

…informed predictions based 
on observed system behavior 
and understood/defined work 

item type

Kanban advocates…



Where to find more info

Troy Magennis (@t_magennis)
LKUK: Friday, November 1 • 10:45am - 11:40am

#noestimates
Google: kanban probabilistic forecasting



Summary

Scrum vs. Kanban Kanban Method encourages a way of thinking
that lays over top of other value systems and 
takes advantage of the best tactics described
by our industry

No iterations New approach to cadences and the flexibility
to better align system-level workflows

Only IT Ops/Maintenance Focus on the work, not on the iteration
Provides guidance to these workflows that 
Scrum does not provide
Think cadences
Still build systems incrementally

Mini-waterfall As absurd as saying that that an iteration or
a typical ‘agile’ day is a mini-waterfall

Sizes and Estimates Size (complexity) is a source of variability that
may or may not need to be managed
Probabilistic forecasting based on past
behaviour requires categorization (work types)
Set expectations on observed behaviour



Other Mythbusters

Frank Vega
@fxvega

http://www.vissinc.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/03/MythsFlyer_LK
NA2013.pdf

http://www.vissinc.com/

Jeff Patton http://vimeo.com/43141404
http://www.agileproductdesign.com/index.html



Thoughts? Feedback?

Thank you

@agileramblings
www.agileramblings.com

http://www.agileramblings.com/

